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The housewarming games list mentioned below includes a total of 139 Games. The game rules, required supplies to play a game, video instructions etc are mentioned as well.

We have divided the housewarming party games into these categories: Word Games, Funny Games, Adult/Married Couples Games, Drinking Games, Printable Games, Icebreaker Games, Quiz Games, Board Games, Online Games, Games with Household Items, and Other Games.

Do you want to make your housewarming party a huge success? Coming up with awesome games that will keep everyone indulged is the key to success. Not only will you be able to show off your new home, but also entertain the guests in all aspects.
After the huge stress and exhaustion of moving into a new home and unpacking all your stuff, you deserve a night off. A housewarming party is a perfect way of letting off some steam by planning it marvelously and involving various games.

In this article, I am going to take you through a lot of games in every category available and you will be able to choose the ones as per your liking.

**Spoiler Alert:** To make your life easier, we have handpicked some special games out of the complete list. So you don’t have to waste your time in all games. Just check out these games first which are tagged with – “Handpicked” word.

139 Housewarming Party Games – The Complete List

**What type of Games Should be Played at a housewarming party?**

Even though it might seem very easy to plan some random games, it is sadly not the
Choosing housewarming party games requires a lot of consideration and planning on your part. You need to plan the best housewarming games that will suit your new home and surroundings.

In case your invitation list consists of guests with kids, you might need to make sure that the games are kids friendly as well. Not involving the kids might seem a bit inconsiderate. You will need to maintain a balance while deciding games that everyone at the party will be comfortable in joining in. Games like an indoor scavenger hunt or a word puzzle seem like a good choice.

You don't have to decide just yet, I have a whole list of games planned for this article:

1. Who Am I?
2. Have you ever?
3. Truth OR Dare
4. Spoons
5. Crazy Kiss Marry Kill
6. The Sticker Stalker Game
7. Don't say yes
8. Bite the Bag
9. Oven mitt unwrap
10. Loaded Questions
11. Balloon Stomp
12. Balloon toss
13. Would you rather
14. Dance, Dance, Freeze
15. Balloon Duel
16. Cookie pocket
17. Sardines
18. The Voting Game
19. Before and After
20. This or That
21. Hangman
22. Consequences
23. Apples to Apples
24. Letter Tycoons  
25. Dabble  
26. Topple  
27. Story Cubes  
28. Upwords  
29. WordHub  
30. Bananagrams  
31. Word on the Street  
32. Pairs in pears  
33. Scattergories  
34. Madlibs  
35. Pass the Pen  
36. Crazy Letters  
37. 4-Bidden Words  
38. Balderdash  
39. Codenames  
40. The not so newlywed game  
41. Press conference  
42. Fill me in-game  
43. Steal your beads  
44. What’s in the bag  
45. Race down the aisle  
46. Room memory  
47. Unscramble our house  
48. Psychiatrist  
49. Like and dislike  
50. Rubber Chicken  
51. Hats  
52. Actors  
53. Cherry Pie  
54. Pick Up  
55. Off-limits  
56. Back draw  
57. Orange Pass  
58. Dizzy Bat
59. Never Have I Ever
60. Ring of fire
61. Flip the Cup
62. Beer Pong
63. Shot roulette
64. Paranoia drinking game
65. Back to Back
66. Fuzzy Duck
67. Where’s the water
68. Bob
69. The Name Game
70. Sixes
71. Wizard Staff
72. Drunk Jenga
73. Screw the dealer
74. Mushroom
75. Drink Murder
76. Truth and Drink
77. Thumper
78. Straight Face
79. Think 'N Sync
80. Keep your Key
81. Scavenger Hunt
82. Famous House Match
83. A Minute to Win it
84. Ostrich Dance
85. Celebrity
86. Two truths and a lie
87. Conversation Cards
88. React and Act
89. Story Starters
90. Musical Chairs
91. Unique and shared
92. Draw your coat of arms
93. Line Up
94. Quotes
95. Finding your pair
96. Show and Tell
97. Electric Fence Breaker
98. The marshmallow challenge
99. Egg Drop
100. Helium Stick
101. Blind Square
102. Minefield
103. Crazy handshake
104. The movie pitch icebreaker
105. Share a Joke
106. Ring Toss
107. Mission Impossible
108. Giant tic-tac-toe
109. Dress-up Relay
110. Balance Beam
111. Last Word
112. Scrabble
113. Boggle
114. Pass the Bomb
115. Drawing without Dignity
116. What do you meme
117. Catan
118. Game of Thrones Monopoly
119. Ticket to ride
120. Sushi go party
121. Speak out
122. Game of Life
123. The Awkward Storyteller
124. Sequence
125. Wits and Wagers Vegas
126. Telestrations after dark
127. Joking Hazard
128. Hive
Lightning scavenger hunts
Five Things
Something in Common
Blackout Truth or Dare
Guess the movie
Virtual Murder Mystery
Bet on the crowd
Zoom Pictionary
Zoom charades
Mystery singer
Read my lips

Want to download the list of housewarming games ideas in a Printable PDF Format with complete rules?

#Category 1: Funny Housewarming Games

I really don't need to tell you how important it is to have a game from this category in your housewarming party games list. Your guests expect some ridiculously funny yet memorable moments at your party and this game will help you fulfill those expectations.

Game 1: Who Am I? (Handpicked)
Who Am I is a hilarious guessing game.

**Game Rules:**

The player will have to act like the person or thing that will come upon their piece of paper. The things on each paper can be settled by you and kept in a bowl for choosing.

**Supplies:**

- Pieces of paper and pen

**References to learn more:**

- PDF Tutorial: How to Play Who Am I.PDF
- YouTube Tutorial: How to Play Who Am I

**Game 2: Have you ever? (Handpicked)**
This is exactly like the game never have I ever but you only have to change it to things you have done.

**Game Rules:**

There will be a set of funny questions and the players will have to go with the ones for which the answer is yes.

**Supplies:**

- A set of questions for the game. You can find “have you ever” questions from this website

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Have you ever?

**Game 3: Truth OR Dare**

There is no way that this game will ever leave this list. It is one of the most fun housewarming games.
**Game Rules:**

Everyone has to sit in a circle and each player will have to answer the questions asked to him or perform the dares given to him.

**Supplies:**

- Beer Bottle

**References to learn more:**

- Interesting Truth or Dare Questions

**Game 4: Spoons**

It is one of the funny housewarming games. It will definitely result in some chuckles among the guests.

**Game Rules:**

There has to be a deck of cards for the players except for the joker and spoons, one less than the number of players. You can choose any card game to play.

**Supplies:**

- A deck of cards and spoons

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Spoon – A card game

**Game 5: Crazy Kiss Marry Kill (Handpicked)**

As the name suggests, this game gets a bit crazier than the normal one.

**Game Rules:**
Every person will be given the choice of three people from the party and they will have to put them under each category of the kiss, marry and kill.

**Supplies:**

- None

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Kiss Marry Kill

**Game 6: The Sticker Stalker Game (Handpicked)**

The Sticker Stalker game has to be one of the funniest housewarming games to exist and even the adults like it.

**Game Rules:**

Every player will be given some stickers and they will have to put them on any person in the party without their knowledge. The person to put the most stickers wins the game.

**Supplies:**

- Stickers and Pens

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Sticker Stalker Game

**Game 7: Don’t say yes**

Don’t say yes game is exactly like its name suggests.

**Game Rules:**
The housewarming games rules are very simple. The players are simply not allowed to say yes throughout the game no matter what is asked of them.

**Supplies:**

- None

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Don't say yes

**Game 8: Bite the Bag (Handpicked)**

Bite the bag housewarming game can be pretty hilarious because of its rules.

**Game Rules:**

The player will be required to lift a paper bag simply with their mouths. If they fail to do so they will have to perform a task given to them by the guests.

**Supplies:**
Game 9: Oven mitt unwrap (Handpicked)

Over Mitt Unwrap is one of the best housewarming games to play which will lead to many hilarious moments.

**Game Rules:**

One person will be given a pair of dice and they have to roll it continuously unless a double comes up. The person sitting at their right will try to unwrap a gift wearing oven mitts. As soon as the double comes up, the gift will be passed onto the person on the right. The game will continue unless the gift is completely unwrapped.

**Supplies:**
• Oven mitts and a pair of dice.

References to learn more:

• YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Oven Mitt Unwrap

Game 10: Loaded Questions (Handpicked)

Loaded Questions can be a pretty hilarious housewarming game to play when the questions are right.

Game Rules:

A box should be set up containing the most hilarious questions of all time and the person picking up one of the chits will have to answer the question written on it.

Supplies:

• A box filled up with predecided questions.
**Game 11: Balloon Stomp (Handpicked)**

Balloon Stomp is one of the greatest balloon games to play. If your new house has a backyard garden then you could consider this game.

**Game Rules:**

Each player will have to burst balloons simply by stomping them. The player with the highest score wins the game.

**Supplies:**

- Filled up balloons

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Balloon Stomp

**Game 12: Balloon toss (Handpicked)**

Balloon Toss can be a great housewarming game but only possible if one has a lawn.
or a backyard.

**Game Rules:**

The players will have to keep the balloon in the air until they cross the finish line.

**Supplies:**

- Filled up balloons

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Balloon Toss

**Game 13: Would you rather? (Handpicked)**

Yes, it is a quiz game, but not an educational or study-related. The internet king Google helps you to find the funniest and humorous questions start with the phrase "would you rather". Simply ask one by one to all players, and they have to answer
within a short period of time, let's say 5 seconds.

**Game Rules:**

There will be some questions kept in a bowl with the format “would you rather do this or that?”. The player will have to answer the question they have picked up. The game will be fun if the questions are made with a hilarious mindset.

**Supplies:**

- Prepared questions to be kept in the bowl. Here is the best list of questions started with “would you rather” in the PDF format.

**Game 14: Dance, Dance, Freeze (Handpicked)**

It is a pretty good game when it comes to playing with children and family.

**Game Rules:**

You will have to play music for some time then turn it off out of the blue. The guests will have to freeze in the exact same position until the music gets played again.

**Supplies:**

- A music setup.

**Game 15: Balloon Duel (Handpicked)**

Balloon Duel game will undoubtedly lead to many great memories at your housewarming party.

**Game Rules:**

A balloon will be taped to one leg of each player and the other person will have to bust it. The person who bust the balloon first will win the game.
**Game 16: Cookie pocket**

Cookie Pocket can be a hilarious housewarming game to be played during winter.

**Game Rules:**

The players will be required to place a cookie inside someone else's pocket without getting noticed. The person to keep the maximum cookies will win the game.

**Supplies:**

- Different flavored cookies

**Game 17: Sardines**

Sardines game is the absolute reverse of hide and seek.

**Game Rules:**

One player hides and the rest seek him. Once the hider is found, the person who found him hides as well. The last person to find everyone loses.

**Supplies:**

- None

**Game 18: The Voting Game (Handpicked)**
The Voting Game can be a great funny story-telling housewarming game.

**Game Rules:**

The players will be given a set of questions and they have to vote who fits the description best at the party.

**Supplies:**

- Pens and sheets of paper.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: [How to Play the voting game](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status...)

**Game 19: Before and After (Handpicked)**

Before and After can be a pretty confusing yet fun game.

**Game Rules:**
One player starts off with a phrase and the nest has to continue it while including the original phrase. The first person to screw up the flow loses.

**Supplies:**

- None.

**Game 20: This or That (Handpicked)**

This game is even more tricky than the last one.

**Game Rules:**

Everyone will have to sit in a circle and each player will have to make a choice between two things. The thing that doesn't get chosen gets deleted from the world and then the other person will have to make a choice between the previous one and the new one.

**Supplies:**

- None

---

**#Category 2: Word games for Housewarming Party**

**Game 21: Hangman**
Hangman can be played with more than 2 people, I would still advise making groups among the guests to make it a huge success. It is a classic word game. It also helps in improving your vocabulary and spelling skills while having a lot of fun.

**Game Rules:**

The rules for this game are pretty simple. All you need to do is let the one group write down dashes on a piece of paper representing the number of letters in the word they have thought of and the other team has to guess the word. Correct letters will be inserted in the word and wrong guesses will lead to the drawing of the “hangman" segment.

**Supplies:**

When it comes to the supplies, you need to have a bundle of plain sheets and some pens to start this game. Do not forget that you need to decide on the groups beforehand or maybe a draw during the party to let the guests decide their own teams.

**References to learn more:**

These 100+ Housewarming Party Games Will Rock your Event – Go...
Consequences is an extremely fun game to play especially if you have a lot of players. This game will definitely make you think about a lot of creative ideas and use them in your favor. It is a really nice game to play if you divide your guests among various groups and ask them to be humorously creative.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are pretty simple. The first player in the team starts with writing a male name and the second person writes “met” along with a female name. The third person writes “he said” followed by a complete sentence and so does the fourth person using “she said”, again followed by a complete sentence. Once the sentences are finished, they can be read out loud.

**Supplies:**

All this requires is some sheets of paper and pens
Apples to Apples is one of the best housewarming games to play if you have kids coming to the party as well.

**Game Rules**

Housewarming games rules are pretty simple as well. This game has red cards (carrying the name of a person, thing, place, etc.) as well as green cards (with two descriptions that are completely different from one another). The player having the green card selects one of the descriptions and the remaining people have to choose a card from their red cards. The judge decides which one of the red cards matches the description the most.

**Supplies:**
• All you will be needing is the deck of red and green cards to play with.
• Apples to Apples Party Box – Amazon

References to learn more:

• YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Apples to Apples

Game 24: Letter Tycoons

Letter Tycoons is the perfect game to play if you know your guests are good with words. It is also suitable for children.

Game Rules:

You will be having a hand of 7 cards which you can use along with the 3 community cards to create a sensible word. It even has patents and royalties involved in it.

Supplies:

• You will be needing a board game of letter tycoon.
References to learn more:

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Letter Tycoon

Game 25: Dabble

Dabble is a pretty simple yet fun game and is most suitable if you have kids around.

Games Rules:

The rules are very easy. All the players will compete with each other and whoever comes up with the first 5 words by using their 20 tiles will win the game.

Supplies:

- You will need the dabble board game which is easy to buy online.

References to learn more:

YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Dabble Game

Game 26: Topple
When it comes to housewarming party games ideas, topple is not very far from the list.

**Game Rules:**

Topple is actually a wheel having most of the alphabet letters on it along with many “topic cards” covering 144 different categories. The simplest of all the ways to play this game is that the player has to come with a word that fits the topic within a time limit of 10 seconds.

**Supplies:**

- You can get the topple board game online (amazon) or at a convenience store.

**References to learn more:**

YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Topple Game

**Game 27: Story Cubes**
Story Cubes is a pretty good game when it comes to playing with children and family.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are pretty simple as well. Among its various versions, the simplest one is that you have to roll a set of cubes to create ideas for a story and tell it along with other players.

**Supplies:**

- All it requires is the board game for the set of cubes.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Story Cubes

**Game 28: Upwords**
Upwords game might just be on the top of the housewarming party games list when it comes to adults. It is like 3D scrabble.

**Game Rules:**

It has a smaller board than scrabble and you can stack tiles on top of other tiles to come up with new words.

**Supplies:**

- You can just get the board game online or at a store near your house.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: [How to Play Upwords](#)

**Game 29: WordHub**

WordHub is an extremely fun word game to play with a lot of friends.

**Game Rules:**
The rules are like this. It is like Boggle but a bit easier. You have to form as many words as you can use from the given letters but the advantage is that the letters don't have to be in the exact same order mentioned.

**Supplies:**

- You can just get a board from your local convenience store to play it.

**Game 30: Bananagrams (Handpicked)**

Bananagrams game is an extremely wonderful choice if you have kids coming to your housewarming party.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are pretty easy to understand as well. Firstly, you will need to distribute the letter tiles among the players, facedown. You will have to say “split" and everyone can begin turning over to see the letters they have got on their respective tiles. After that, the first person to use all the letters to form a word wins the game.

**Supplies:**
• The board game is available online if you wish to choose this game.

References to learn more:

• YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Bananagrams

Game 31: Word on the Street

Word on the street game is exactly as interesting as it sounds. It will be a great choice for your housewarming party games.

Game Rules:

There are two teams in this game and they will take turns on the board. The letter tiles are arranged in the middle lane of the board which is called the “median strip”. You will have to decide a word and pull all the letters it requires from the middle strip to your own lane or street before the other team does.

It is perfect for healthy competition and fun.

Supplies:
• You can find the game at [amazon online](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status...) or at a game shop.

**References to learn more:**

• YouTube Video Tutorial: [How to Play Word on the Street](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status...)

**Game 32: Pairs in pears**

Another one of my favorites on this list is the game pairs in pears.

**Game Rules:**

The game has 104 tiles and the number of tiles each person gets is completely dependent on the total number of players in the game. The main goal is to make as many pairs as you can. The only condition is that they have to be matching suits.

**Supplies:**

• You can get the board game online.

**References to learn more:**

• [These 100+ Housewarming Party Games Will Rock your Event – Goho...](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status...)
• YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Pairs in pears

**Game 33: Scattergories (Handpicked)**

Scattergories was one of my favorite games growing up. I am pretty sure it will make up a great housewarming game.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are clear and easy. The only thing you have to do is to roll the dice. You also have to decide a particular amount of time in which you can fill up categories forming words that start with the letter.

**Supplies:**

- You will be requiring the board game along with some sheets of paper and pens.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Scattergories

**Game 34: Madlibs (Handpicked)**
Madlibs was one of the most popular board games in the 90s but has continued to make an impact even to this day.

**Game Rules:**

All you have to do is to fill up blanks in a half-completed story. Make sure to come up with really funny and interesting ideas to keep the game going.

**Supplies:**

- You can easily find the game online. Also, make sure to arrange for some sheets of paper and pens for your guests.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Story Madlibs

**Game 35: Pass the Pen**
Trust me on this, choose this game to be played at your housewarming party. It will surely lead to a lot of memories and enjoyable moments.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are exactly like the name suggests. You will be given 10 seconds to draw a picture and everyone else playing the game will have to guess what you have made. If they guess it correctly, you get points otherwise the pen is passed to the other player. My suggestion will be to make up two teams to make the game more fun.

**Supplies:**

- You can easily get it online or at a local game shop.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: [How to Play Pass the Pen](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status=)

**Game 36: Crazy Letters**

Crazy Letters is a well-known game especially if you have children coming to your
housewarming party.

**Game Rules:**

You can divide two teams and then one team has to jumble all the letters that make up a particular word and the other team has to arrange the letters to form that word. If done correctly, they win points.

**Supplies:**

- The game can be easily bought online since it is all you will require to play it.

**Game 37: 4-Bidden Words (Handpicked)**

Bidden Words is a good game to play if all the people on your invitation list are adults.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are still pretty simple. The players have to compete with each other in order to guess the Buzz word, making sure that they do not use any of the forbidden
Supplies:

- All you will require to play is the board game which can be easily available at [amazon](https://www.amazon.com) online.

References to learn more:

- YouTube Video Tutorial: [How to Play Bidden Words](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=example_video_id)

Game 38: Balderdash

Balderdash is the perfect game if all the people coming to your party are adults.

**Game Rules:**

You have to roll the dice for any of the five categories mentioned here: famous people, initials, words, laws, and movies. Each player will have to write the definition according to them and one player will have to record the correct answer. Players will vote for the answer they think is correct.
Supplies:

- You can get the game online.

References to learn more:

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Balderdash

Game 39: Codenames (Handpicked)

Codenames is a fun game to play with adults.

Game Rules:

Teams will have to compete against each other to find out who can make contact with their secret agents first. One-word clues are given by the spymasters which can indicate a lot of words on the board. Teams have to guess the correct words for them and avoid guessing words that belong to the opponent team.

Supplies:

- The Codenames game is available online and that is all you will require to
References to learn more:

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Codenames

#Category 3: Housewarming Party Games for Adults or Married Couples

If a major part of your invitation list consists of married couples or only adults, then games under this category will fit just right on your housewarming party games list.

**Game 40: The not so newlywed game (Handpicked)**

This is an exclusive game for couples.

**Game Rules:**

There are a total of 150 questions in this game regarding engagements, weddings, friends, family, and the firsts of every couple. The couple to score the highest by answering questions correctly will win the game.

**Supplies:**

- Boardgame

**Game 41: Press conference**

Press Conference is a pretty enjoyable game when it comes to playing with children and family.

**Game Rules:**

One person pretends to hold a press conference and has to answer all the questions put up by the other guests.

**Supplies:**
References to learn more:

• Tutorial: How to Play Press Conference

Game 42: Fill me in-game

Even though the name might confuse you for a moment, it is a really fun game and tests your knowledge of romantic songs.

Game Rules:

There will be a total of 20 questions that will have to be answered with phrases from the romantic songs.

Supplies:

• 20 prepared questions

Game 43: Steal your beads

Steal your beads is a good adult drinking game for the guests.

Game Rules:

This game challenges the guests to only drink with their left hand throughout the game.

Supplies:

• None

References to learn more:

• Tutorial: How to Play Steal your beads game
Game 44: What's in the bag

What's in the bag can be a great guessing housewarming couple game.

**Game Rules:**

The husbands will be required to feel various objects inside their wife's purse and will have to guess what it is. The person guessing the maximum correct answers will win the game.

**Supplies:**

- None

Game 45: Race down the aisle (Handpicked)

Race down the aisle will require some space in your new home, preferably a lawn or a backyard.

**Game Rules:**

The couple will have to tie each of their legs together and have a three-legged race.

**Supplies:**

- Scarves or cloth strips to bind the legs.

Game 46: Room memory (Handpicked)

Room Memory game is only appropriate for adults.

**Game Rules:**

Each group of guests will have to go inside a room in your house and stay there for a minute. After coming out, they will have to write down all the objects they can remember. The group with the maximum correct answers wins the game.
Supplies:

- Sheets of paper and pens

Game 47: Unscramble our house (Handpicked)

Unscramble our house can be a great word game for adults.

Game Rules:

The guests are required to write words containing all the letters from the word “house”. The player who comes up with maximum words wins the game.

Supplies:

- Sheets of paper and pens

Game 48: Psychiatrist

Psychiatrist can be a great brainstorming adult housewarming party game.

Game Rules:

Players will have to take on the role of some other person at the party and the person who has taken up the role of the psychiatrist will have to guess who they are.

Supplies:

- None.

Game 49: Like and dislike (Handpicked)

Like and dislike can be a fun game if you already know the people at the party.

Game Rules:
Each player will have to write down anything they like and another they don't. The other players will guess who wrote what.

**Supplies:**

- Sheets of paper and pens.

**Game 50: Rubber Chicken**

I am pretty sure Rubber Chicken game can only be played by adults and will lead to ridiculously funny moments.

**Game Rules:**

By taking turns, each player will have to make others laugh using only a rubber chicken.

**Supplies:**

- A rubber chicken toy.

**Game 51: Hats**

**Game Rules:**

The rules are pretty simple. Any time a man or a woman takes off his hat, everyone else has to follow. The person who fails to do so will be out of the game.

**Supplies:**

- Hats

**Game 52: Actors (Handpicked)**

Actors is a cliche game but extremely fun to play.
**Game Rules:**

Players will have to react to already made-up scenarios while everyone else will have to guess what it is and from where it has been taken.

**Supplies:**

- Prepare some scenarios beforehand.

**Game 53: Cherry Pie**

I guess only adults will be fit for this creative yet hilarious game.

**Game Rules:**

Each player will be required to eat 5 cherries without using their hands.

**Supplies:**

- Cherries

**Game 54: Pick Up (Handpicked)**

Although the game might sound easy, let me just tell you that it's not.

**Game Rules:**

All the players will have to form a circle with their hands locked with each other. They will have to pick up a $10 bill in the same condition.

**Supplies:**

- None

**References to learn more:**

These 100+ Housewarming Party Games Will Rock your Event – Goho...
• Tutorial: How to Play Pick Up

**Game 55: Off-limits necklace**

Even though this game is pretty similar to forbidden words, it comes with a twist.

**Game Rules:**

Each player will be given a forbidden word but if they are caught using it then they will have to give up their necklace to the person who caught them.

**Supplies:**

• None

**Game 56: Back draw**

**Game Rules:**

Each player will have to guess what the other person is drawing on a piece of pair behind their back.

**Supplies:**

• Sheets of paper and pens

**Game 57: Orange Pass**

Games like Orange Pass require the kind of creativity that only an adult can put to use.

**Game Rules:**

Players will have to attempt passing an orange to one another without using their hands.
Supplies:

- Oranges

**Game 58: Dizzy Bat**

I would highly recommend playing this game in an open area and it is strictly for adults.

**Game Rules:**

Players are required to spin around a baseball bat with their heads in contact with the handle. After they feel dizzy, they are required to hit a tennis ball.

Supplies:

- A baseball bat and tennis balls

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Dizzy Bat

#Category 4: Housewarming Drinking Games

**Game 59: Never Have I Ever (Handpicked)**

I am pretty sure that you have heard a lot about this game. This is the best drinking game on the housewarming party games list.

**Game Rules:**

This game starts with one person saying “never have I ever” followed by a phrase stating the thing they have never done before. The people sitting in the group take a sip of their drink if they have done that thing before. Then the game continues.

**Supplies:**
All you need is some drinks to begin the game.

References to learn more:

- Tutorial: How to Play Never Have I Ever

Game 60: Ring of fire

Ring of fire game is also known for having not-so-awkward questions. It involves a pack of cards carrying some very interesting questions.

Game Rules:

A jug is kept in the middle of the table and there are cards turned towards the table surrounding it. Then the player who has turned over the card on their turn has to perform the action mentioned in it.

Supplies:

- Ring of fire Board game

References to learn more:
YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Ring of Fire

Game 61: Flip the Cup (Handpicked)

Flip the cup game requires splitting the group into two teams.

Game Rules:

One player for each team has to flip over the inverted cup kept at the edge of the table. The team that succeeds in flipping all the cups first wins the game. The losing team has to finish all their drinks.

Supplies:

• Plastic cups and drinks.

References to learn more:

• Tutorial: How to Play Flip the Cup

Game 62: Beer Pong (Handpicked)
Beer Pong game is very famous among college students. But you can also play in your housewarming ceremony.

**Game Rules:**

There are two sets of cups laid out on the table. The group has to be divided into two teams. A player from each team has to take their shot by trying to shoot the ping pong ball into one of the cups. The team scoring the maximum points by finishing the game first wins it. If the ball goes into their opponent’s cup, the player has to drink the beer in that cup.

**Supplies:**

- Beer, ping pong balls, plastic cups

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Beer Pong

**Game 63: Shot roulette (Handpicked)**

Shot Roulette is one of the best drinking games and is perfect for your housewarming party.

**Game Rules:**

There is a tray of shot glasses. Half of them are filled with water and the other half with vodka. The players have to guess what is in their glass without sniffing it. If the player guesses incorrectly, they have to take a vodka shot.

**Supplies:**

- Vodka, Shot Glasses

**References to learn more:**
• **Tutorial:** How to Play Shot Roulette

**Game 64: Paranoia drinking game**

There is no way that you will be able to control your paranoia while playing this game. I am sure it will lead to a lot of funny situations.

*Game Rules:*

The rules are very simple. The person sitting on your right will ask you a question regarding one of the persons sitting in the group. When you answer it pointing towards that person, they will decide if they want to know the answer or not. If they do, they will have to take a shot.

*Supplies:*

- Vodka, shot glasses

*References to learn more:*

These 100+ Housewarming Party Games Will Rock your Event – Goho... https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status...
**Game 65: Back to Back**

Back to Back is one of the best housewarming games to play while drinking at the same time.

**Game Rules:**

You will have to divide all the guests into two groups and one of the players from each team will have to stand drinks in hand. The team will ask questions related to “Who's the most likely to?” If only one person drinks, you have to ask the question again. If they both drink or they don't. They have to take a sip.

**Supplies:**

- Shot glasses and vodka.

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Back to Back

**Game 66: Fuzzy Duck (Handpicked)**

Fuzzy Duck is one of the best drinking housewarming games and requires no equipment apart from drinks.

**Game Rules:**

Everyone has to sit in a circle and one person has to say fuzzy duck to the person on their left. The cycle will continue until someone says “does he” and then the person on the right will have to say “duddy fuzz”. Then the game will continue in another direction. The person responsible for fluffing their line will have to drink which will definitely happen very quickly.
**Supplies:**

- None.

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Fuzzy Duck

**Game 67: Where's the water (Handpicked)**

If you and your friends can handle tequila and bluff like a champion, this is the best game for you.

**Game Rules:**

Exactly like shot roulette, you will have to fill some glasses with water and some with tequila. Each person will have to take turns and take a shot from one of the glasses. If the player is good enough to bluff and wins but you point them out you will have to drink and if you are correct, they will have to drink.

**Supplies:**

- Shot glasses and tequila.

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Where's the Water

**Game 68: Bob**

Bob is one of the trickiest games there is but requires no set-up.

**Game Rules:**

All you have to do is add the name bob while addressing someone. It might sound very simple but I am sure you will slip up and will have to take a shot as a result.
**Supplies:**

- Vodka and shot glasses

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Bob

**Game 69: The Name Game (Handpicked)**

This awesome housewarming drinking game to play is purely based on celebrity knowledge.

**Game Rules:**

One player will start the game by taking the name of someone very famous, then the other person will have to follow by taking the name of a celebrity that starts with the first letter of the former’s surname. If you can’t think of a name immediately, you will have to take a drink.

**Supplies:**

- None.

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play The Name Game

**Game 70: Sixes**

This game will require dice and cups of six different sizes.

**Game Rules:**

The rules for this game are very basic. The cups will have to arranged in the increasing order of their capacity and filled up to the brim. The player will roll the
dice and will have to drink from the cup which has been assigned the same number as will show up on the dice.

**Supplies:**

- Six cups of different sizes

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Sixes

**Game 71: Wizard Staff**

Although this game is completely insane, I needed to tell you about it because you will never find a more hilarious one.

**Game Rules:**

You will have to drink any drink that comes in a can and then tape the cans together to make a wizard staff. Anyone who makes it to ten cans already wins or the one with the longest staff will win the game.

**Supplies:**

- Can Drinks

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Wizard Staff

**Game 72: Drunk Jenga**
Drunk Jenga game can also be called a board plus drinking housewarming game.

**Game Rules:**

The game has all the basic rules of playing Jenga only with a twist of drinks. You will have to write a rule on top of each wooden block. Rules can be like dares. It should involve ones like taking a shot.

**Supplies:**

- Jenga Board Game

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: [How to Play Jenga](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status...)

**Game 73: Screw the dealer (Handpicked)**
Screw the dealer game involves a deck of cards. The more you play this game, the drunker you will get.

**Game Rules:**

A deck of cards has to be kept downwards with everyone sitting around in a circle. Each time the person has to become a dealer and pick up one card. The person sitting on their right will have to guess if the next card is going to be higher or lower than the previous one. If they are right, the dealer drinks, and if they are wrong, they drink.

**Supplies:**

- A deck of cards

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Screw the dealer

**Game 74: Mushroom (Handpicked)**
If you liked the game Drunk Jenga then this is the game for you.

**Game Rules:**

You will have to keep a glass filled up with any drink in the middle of the table. Every person has to take turns in picking up a card from the deck and placing it on the glass. If you touch someone else's card, you will have to drink. The number of cards that will fall in the process will be the number of sips you have to take from a drink.

**Supplies:**

- A glass and a deck of cards

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Mushroom

**Game 75: Drink Murder**
Drink Murder game is a twist version of wink murder.

**Game Rules:**

One person will be secretly assigned the role of a murderer who will have to kill the other players by winking at them. In this game, instead of dying, they will have to take a sip of their drink.

**Supplies:**

- A system for deciding the murderer secretly.

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Drink Murder

---

**Game 76: Truth and Drink (Handpicked)**

Truth and drink game is exactly as the name suggests.

**Game Rules:**

A person will be asked a simple question. You can choose to answer it truthfully or take a sip from your drink.

**Supplies:**

- None.

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Truth and Drink

---

**Game 77: Thumper**
Game Rules:

Every person will have to choose a hand sign for themselves. The game starts with everyone thumping at the table. The first player does their own hand sign then someone else's while everyone else continues thumping. The person whose hand sign gets done follows the pattern. Whosoever takes too long will have to drink.

Supplies:

- None.

References to learn more:

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Thumper

Game 78: Straight Face (Handpicked)
**Game Rules:**

Players have to write some funny sentences on pieces of paper. They are all shuffled and thrown in the middle. The player picks one up and reads it out loud while making a straight face all the way. If they fail to do so, they have to take a sip of their drink.

**Supplies:**

- Sheets of paper and pens.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Straight Face

**#Category 5 Printable Housewarming Games**

This category of housewarming games is as important as every other category on this list. You will get a lot of great suggestions to your liking.
Game 79: Think ‘N Sync (Handpicked)

Think ‘N Sync game has a total of 10 printable questions but you can also make them as per your liking.

**Game Rules:**

Every player has to choose what they think everyone else will choose. The more people have the same answer, the more points they will make. The player with the highest points will win.

**Supplies:**

- Think ‘N Sync Game set

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Think ‘N Sync

Game 80: Keep your Key
Keep your key can be a great printable housewarming game.

**Game Rules:**

You can get some printable phrases that will be forbidden for the guests to use. Each guest will be given one phrase that they can't use till the end of the party.

**Supplies:**

- Printable Phrases

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: [How to Play Keep your Key](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status...)

---

**Game 81: Scavenger Hunt**

Scavenger Hunt is a pretty great way to introduce your new house to your guests.

**Game Rules:**

You can get printed clues to lead to the winning prize for the game. You will also need to divide the guests into groups for the hunt.

**Supplies:**

- Printable clues for the game

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: [How to Play Scavenger Hunt](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status...)

---

**Game 82: Famous House Match**

Famous House Match is a great way to test some memory skills of a person.
**Game Rules:**

You can get some printouts of famous houses on news shows or movies. The guests will have to guess to which show the house belongs.

**Supplies:**

- Printable house sheets

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Famous House Match

**Game 83: A Minute to Win it (Handpicked)**

**Game Rules:**

There will be some printed tasks in a bowl which have to be completed by the guests in a minute.

**Supplies:**

- Printable tasks, a bowl.

**References to learn more:**

- Video Tutorial: How to Play A Minute to Win it

**Game 84: Ostrich Dance**

I am perfectly sure that this printable housewarming game will lead to a lot of great memories.

**Game Rules:**

Two people will have printable cards stuck on each other's back and the one who
reads the other one's first will win the game.

**Supplies:**

- Printable cards

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Ostrich Dance

**Game 85: Celebrity**

**Game Rules:**

Each player will have to stick a celebrity name to their forehead and the other people will have to make him guess who the celebrity is. The one who guesses correctly wins the game.

**Supplies:**

- Printable celebrity names

---

**#Category 6 Housewarming Party Icebreaker Games**

It is possible that the guests coming over to your housewarming party might not know each other really well. If this situation arises, you will be needing some games from this category to break the ice.

**Game 86: Two truths and a lie (Handpicked)**
Two truths and a lie is the perfect fun housewarming game for all ages if the people on your invitation list might not know each other well.

**Game Rules:**

Each player will get to name two truths and one lie about themselves. The other people will have to guess which are the truths and which one is the lie. The person who guesses correctly can go next.

**Supplies:**

- None.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: [How to Play Two Truths and a Lie](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status=...)

**Game 87: Conversation Cards**

Conversation Cards can be a great ice-breaker housewarming party game. It can also be a good printable housewarming party game.

**Game Rules:**
There will be cards containing very simple questions and the person who picks them will have to reveal the answer.

**Supplies:**

- Conversation cards

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Conversation Cards

### Game 88: React and Act

This ice-breaker housewarming game will give the guests a great opportunity to get to know one another.

**Game Rules:**

The guests will have to immediately act or react to a particular situation given to them on the spot.

**Supplies:**

- A list of situations passed on to the guests

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play React and Act

### Game 89: Story Starters

Story Starters is a wonderful ice-breaker housewarming game.

**Game Rules:**

The guests will be divided into groups of 4-6 people. Each one will be given the start
of a particular story and each person will have to continue it. The best story will win the game.

**Supplies:**

- Some story starter lines.

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Story Starters

### Game 90: Musical Chairs

No one can deny that Musical Chairs is one of the best ice-breaker games at a party.

**Game Rules:**

The players are required to circle around some chairs kept in order while the music is playing. Once the music gets stopped, the players are required to sit. In each round, only one person doesn’t get a seat and leaves the game.

**Supplies:**

- Chairs and music set-up

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Musical Chairs

### Game 91: Unique and shared

**Game Rules:**

You will need to create groups of 4-5 people and allow them to discover what they have in common. In the end, every group gets to share the most unique characteristic shared by all the members.
Supplies:

- None

References to learn more:

- Tutorial: How to Play Unique and Shared

Game 92: Draw your coat of arms

Although the game sounds a bit complicated, let me assure you that it’s not.

Game Rules:

Every player has to draw a certain quality they find unique in themselves and share with everyone else.

Supplies:

- Pens and sheets of paper

References to learn more:

- Tutorial: How to Play Draw your coat of arms

Game 93: Line Up

I am perfectly sure that you will like this game and it will help break the ice among your guests.

Game Rules:

Rules- The players will be required to form a line without any verbal communication. The line will have to be formed according to pre-decided criteria.

Supplies:
References to learn more:

- Tutorial: How to Play Line Up

**Game 94: Quotes**

**Game Rules:**

There will be some quotes kept in a bowl and each player will pick one quote and a partner for themselves. Both partners will share their insight about their given quote with each other.

**Supplies:**

- Some printable quotes.

References to learn more:

- Tutorial: How to Play Quotes

**Game 95: Finding your pair**

Finding your pair can be a fun housewarming game and will help the guests get to know each other better.

**Game Rules:**

Each person will have an object taped to their back. They will be required to find their partner in the room by only asking one question to whomever they are talking to. The pairs can be like salt and pepper.

**Supplies:**

- Printable pair objects
References to learn more:

- Tutorial: How to Play Finding your pair

**Game 96: Show and Tell**

Show and Tell game can be a great opportunity for all your guests to know each other better.

**Game Rules:**

Each player will be required to showcase one of their amazing talents in front of everyone else.

**Supplies:**

- None.

**Game 97: Electric Fence Breaker (Handpicked)**

**Game Rules:**

The players will be surrounded by a rope that will act as a fence and their goal will be to get out of it without touching it. They won't be allowed to go under it and every player will have to be in physical contact with another player or they will lose the game.

**Supplies:**

- A fence or rope

**Game 98: The marshmallow challenge**

This game not only sounds mouth-watering but can also be very challenging. It will help all your guests to know one another.
**Game Rules:**

Each team of players will be provided with 20 spaghetti sticks, one tape, one string, and one marshmallow. Their task will be to make a free-standing structure within 18 minutes.

**Supplies:**

- 20 spaghetti sticks, 1 yard of tape, 1 yard of string, 1 marshmallow for each team.

**Game 99: Egg Drop (Handpicked)**

Egg Drop is a fun ice-breaker housewarming party game.

**Game Rules:**

Each team of players will be given a fresh egg, some straws, and tape for creating a package for the egg. After completion, the package will be tested by dropping the fresh egg from a certain height.

**Supplies:**

- a fresh egg, some straws, tape for each team

**Game 100: Helium Stick**
Helium Stick is one of the simplest ice-breaker games for a housewarming party that will instill a sense of problem-solving among your guests.

**Game Rules:**

All the members of a team will be required to balance a helium rod using their index fingers collectively. The rod will be lowered to the ground in the same way horizontally.

**Supplies:**

- Some helium sticks

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Helium Stick

**Game 101: Blind Square**
Blind Square can be a fun ice-breaker game for everyone at your housewarming party. It will help them brainstorm and work together effectively.

**Game Rules:**

All the players will be required to hold a rope in a circle and their goal will be to move away in order to make a square without any verbal communication or looking in their direction.

**Supplies:**

- Rope

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: [How to Play Blind Square](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status...)

**Game 102: Minefield**

Minefield can be a hilarious ice-breaker game for your housewarming party.

**Game Rules:**
There will be some obstacles like squeaky toys throughout the room and each player will be required to cross the room blindfolded and guided by their partner without hitting any obstacle.

**Supplies:**

- Squeaky toys

**Game 103: Crazy handshake**

Crazy Handshake can be a very unique and creative game for your housewarming party.

**Game Rules:**

All the players will be divided into pairs and they will have to come up with a unique handshake of their own. Once done, they will find a new partner and they will teach them their previous handshake and also invent a new one.

**Supplies:**

- None

**Game 104: The movie pitch icebreaker**

This is one of the best new home party games ideas.

**Game Rules:**

Each team of players will be required to prepare a pitch of a movie they want to make within 10 minutes and share it with everyone else.

**Supplies:**

- None.


**Game 105: Share a Joke**

*Game Rules:*

Each player will be required to share a joke with everyone else at the party.

*Supplies:*

- None

---

**#Category 7 Housewarming Games Using Household Items**

A great way to introduce your new house to the guests can be by playing some games that involve the usage of household items.

**Game 106: Ring Toss**

Ring Toss game is very simple yet fun to play.

*Game Rules:*

The bars can be made of toilet paper rolls and the rings can be made of disposable plates. The players will be required to throw the rings around the bar.

*Supplies:*

- Toilet paper rolls and disposable plates

*References to learn more:*

- Tutorial: [How to Play Ring Toss](#)

**Game 107: Mission Impossible**

*Game Rules:*

Players will be required to make it past a trap made of toilet paper without losing.

**Supplies:**

- Toilet paper

**References to learn more:**

- Tutorial: How to Play Mission Impossible

**Game 108: Giant tic-tac-toe (Handpicked)**

Everyone loves playing tic-tac-toe and you can only imagine how fun it would be to play it in a giant version.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are the same as the original game. The bars can be made from tape or strings and the cross and zero can be made using disposable plates.

**Supplies:**

- Tape or string and disposable plates

**Game 109: Dress-up Relay (Handpicked)**

This will require your wardrobe to be raided out by the guests but I can assure you that the game will be worth it.

**Game Rules:**

All the players will be required to dress up on top of their original clothing and finish a race from one corner of the room to another.

**Supplies:**
• Some themed clothing items

References to learn more:

• Tutorial: How to Play Dress up relay

Game 110: Balance Beam

Another extremely fun game to play especially if you have kids at your party.

Game Rules:

All the players would be required to trace through a path made of tape in a perfect manner.

Supplies:

• Tape

References to learn more:

• YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Balance Team

#Category 8 Housewarming Board Games

Game 111: Last Word (Handpicked)
Last Word is a really good game for a large group of people and is likely to catch your attention.

**Game Rules:**

In this game, all you have to do is come up with answers to “letter” and “subject” combinations before the buzzer gets played.

**Supplies:**

- Since it is a board game, you will only need to have the board game with you.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Last Word

**Game 112: Scrabble (Handpicked)**
I don't think I need to remind you how good of a game scrabble is to play.

**Game Rules:**

It is played using letter tiles on a board marked with different squares. Letters and words have different points depending on how common they are in usage. The one who scores the highest wins the game.

**Supplies:**

- All you need to have is the **scrabble board game**.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Tutorial: **How to Play Scrabble**

**Game 113: Boggle**
Even though Boogle is not as well known as scrabble, it is a nice one to up your vocabulary skills and to enjoy at the same time.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are pretty simple. A box full of dice is rolled and each face shows a particular letter. Your task will be to come up with as many words as you can and the one who comes up with the maximum number of words, wins the game.

**Supplies:**

- A board game of boggle will be required as supplies.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Boggle

**Game 114: Pass the Bomb**
Pass the Bomb game can be easily played among a group of people which acts as a considerable advantage on your part.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are very simple. A card will be asked to pass on to all the players. The one holding it when the “bomb” goes off loses. He will be asked to come up with a word containing all the letters mentioned in the card.

**Supplies:**

- You will be needing a board game to play pass the bomb.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Pass the Bomb Board Game

**Game 115: Drawing without Dignity**
Please do not make assumptions after hearing the name of this game. As it turns out, this is one of the best housewarming board games for adults.

**Game Rules:**

In this game, one player has to draw and all other players have to guess what they are doing before the time runs out. Just like Pictionary, this game is a lot of fun.

**Supplies:**

- You can easily buy the board game online.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Drawing without Dignity

**Game 116: What do you meme (Handpicked)**
I am pretty sure I don't need to tell you how all of our worlds have been taken over by memes.

**Game Rules:**

In this game, there are 75 photo cards of the most popular memes of all time. A judge flips over a card and the players have to come up with the funniest captions.

**Supplies:**

- What do you meme board game

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play What do you meme board game

**Game 117: Catan**
I should warn you beforehand. This is a very competitive game.

*Game Rules:*

The rules are very simple. Players try to conquer the most land across Catan using cards of grain, wool, ore, brick, and lumber. You will get all the detailed instructions once you get the game.

*Supplies:*

- You will need a board game to play.

*References to learn more:*

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Catan

**Game 118: Game of Thrones Monopoly**
If you have decided to throw a housewarming party for a very small number of people and they all are game of thrones fans, then I say there is no better game than this.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are as simple as monopoly and you have to buy properties but with tokens that have been inspired by the game of thrones.

**Supplies:**

- Game of Thrones Monopoly Board Game

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: [How to Play Game of Thrones Monopoly](https://gohousewarming.com/?print-my-blog=1&post-type=post&status...)
**Game Rules:**

The rules are pretty simple as well. All you need to do is build train tracks across North America. The players who succeed in building the longest tracks between major cities get the highest points. It is a very strategic game.

**Supplies:**

- You will be needing the board game to play.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Ticket to Ride

---

**Game 120: Sushi go party**

Sushi go party game is an extremely fun combination of strategy and food.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are as follows. Players have to pass around cards and decide which ingredients to be taken out of the pile to gain maximum points.

**Supplies:**

- All you need is the board game which is conveniently available online.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Shushi Go Party

---

**Game 121: Speak out**

Since Ellen DeGeneres made this game pretty famous, we already know that it's going to be hilarious.
**Game Rules:**

The rules are very simple. Players have to put mouthpieces to stretch their lips and then the remaining players have to guess the phrases they are trying to speak.

**Supplies:**

- You will be needing the **Speak out board game** to play.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: **How to Play Speak out game**

---

**Game 122: Game of Life**

Even though the game sounds very serious, it is an extremely fun game to play. It also might feel a bit too real.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are simple. Your important life decisions in the game decide if you get to keep your huge mansion, car, and job.

**Supplies:**

- You will be needing the **Game of life board game** to play.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: **How to Play Game of Life Board Game**

---

**Game 123: The Awkward Storyteller**

The Awkward Storyteller is the kind of game where you will be able to strengthen your relations with your teammates.
**Game Rules:**

One story card will decide the beginning of the story. You have to ask questions in order to help the storyteller to build up the story. It is compulsory for the storyteller to use words and letters mentioned in the players’ cards.

**Supplies:**

- You will need the *the awkward storyteller board game* to play.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play The Awkward Storyteller Game

**Game 124: Sequence**

Sequence game is a great board game if you have kids coming to your housewarming party.

**Game Rules:**
Players have to choose a card and then place a chip on the card's place on the board. The player who succeeds in getting five chips a row wins the game.

**Supplies:**

- Sequence Board Game

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Sequence Board Game

**Game 125: Wits and Wagers Vegas**

It is a typical trivia game. It is the kind of game where players have to guess who they think is right.

**Game Rules:**

Players have to write down answers to some questions like “How tall is the Oscar statuette in inches?” A bet is then placed on the answer that they believe is the correct one.

**Supplies:**

- You only need a [board game](#) to play and some pens and sheets of paper.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Wits and Wagers Vegas

**Game 126: Telestrations after dark**

**Game Rules:**

You have to draw your secret word and then guess what other players have drawn. This will lead to hilarious outcomes.
**Supplies:**

- Board Game

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Telestrations after dark

**Game 127: Joking Hazard**

Joking Hazard is an extremely fun game to play at a housewarming ceremony. It will surely lead to many hilarious outcomes. I am sure of it.

**Game Rules:**

Players have to compete against each other in order to make terrible and adult-humor equations regarding friendship, society, and everything else mentioned in the cards. The player who will be successful in winning the maximum cards will win the game.

**Supplies:**
Game 128: Hive

Hive is a game crawling with a lot of possibilities. It is the ultimate game that requires a good amount of strategy and planning.

**Game Rules:**

The main goal for the players is that they have to surround their opponent’s queen bee and at the same time save yours.

**Supplies:**

- All you need to play is the Hive board game

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Hive

#Category 9 Virtual Housewarming Party Games

Since the whole world is going through a pandemic, I think it would be wise to enlist some virtual housewarming party games. They can be played simply by hosting a zoom meeting.

**Game 129: Lightning scavenger hunts**

This virtual housewarming game can be extremely fun to play.

**Game Rules:**
All the players will be required to collect the items mentioned in the list and show them on the screen to earn points.

**Supplies:**

- Prepare a list of items.

**References to learn more:**

- YouTube Video Tutorial: How to Play Lightning Scavenger Hunts

**Game 130: Five Things**

Five Things is an extremely good game to play over zoom meetings.

**Game Rules:**

Each player will be given a topic and he will have 15 seconds to specify 5 objects relating to the topic.

**Supplies:**

- Some prepared topics

**Game 131: Something in Common**

Something in Common can be a fun virtual ice-breaker game to play.

**Game Rules:**

Each team will be required to discuss what they have in common with one another and share it with everyone else.

**Supplies:**

- None
**Game 132: Blackout Truth or Dare**

Blackout Truth or Dare is a virtual version of the original game truth and dare.

**Game Rules:**

There will be a dare-master and he will call out the dares and truths for each player. The player who does not wish to respond will have to turn off their webcam.

**Supplies:**

- None

**Game 133: Guess the movie**

Guess the movie can be fun virtual housewarming games for all the movie fanatics to play.

**Game Rules:**

You can play some slips from various movies while everyone else will be kept mute. Players will have to guess the movie to which the scene belongs.

**Supplies:**

- Prepare some movie clips to play.

**Game 134: Virtual Murder Mystery**

I have never heard of someone who does not like playing a murder mystery game. These free housewarming games can be extremely fun to play.

**Game Rules:**

The players will be required to play a murder mystery game along with everyone else on zoom.
**Supplies:**

- Link to a working murder mystery game

**Game 135: Bet on the crowd**

**Game Rules:**

Some questions will be asked as a poll and everyone else will have to answer using the poll.

**Supplies:**

- Zoom Poll feature
  - Advanced prepared questions to ask your guests

**Game 136: Zoom Pictionary**

This is an advanced version of Pictionary to play virtually.

**Game Rules:**

The rules are exactly the same as the original Pictionary game. The only difference is that the players will have to use the whiteboard on zoom to draw the object given to them.

**Supplies:**

- None.

**Game 137: Zoom charades (Handpicked)**

Again one of those housewarming party games ideas that are a twist of the original game to be played online.

**Game Rules:**
The rules are exactly the same as the original game. The only difference is that the players will have to act in front of their webcam.

**Supplies:**

- None.

### Game 138: Mystery singer

**Game Rules:**

All the players will be required to join the zoom meeting using a fake name and their video turned off. Each player will sing a song and everyone else will have to identify who he is.

**Supplies:**

- None.

### Game 139: Read my lips

Again, a very unique virtual game to play at a virtual housewarming party.

**Game Rules:**

The participants will have to mute themselves and speak something. Everyone else will be required to identify what they are speaking.

**Supplies:**

- None.

### Conclusion

So which housewarming party game do you like the most? Tell us in the comment section. And if you have new suggestions for games, please mention them in the
comment section with rules. We would love to add to the games list.

Follow us on Pinterest to get interesting content related to Housewarming!

Do you play games at a housewarming party?

Games at a housewarming party are the trending approach to make the event entertaining. 10 out of 9 families would prefer games at a housewarming. The only confusing part is to decide the games. Our articles give you over 100+ games option. Choose wisely and make your event full of fun.

What games do you play at a housewarming party?

The housewarming games should be selected by first analyzing the type of guests are expected to come. After that try to pick games from these categories: Word Games, Funny Games, Adult/Married Couples Games, Drinking Games, Printable Games, Icebreaker Games, Quiz Games, Board Games, Online Games.
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